In loop quantum gravity approach to Planck scale physics, quantum geometry is represented by superposition of the so-called spin network states. In the recent literature, a class of spin networks promising from the perspective of quantum simulations of quantum gravitational systems has been studied. In this case, the spin network states are represented by graphs with four-valent nodes, and two dimensional intertwiner Hilbert spaces (qubits of space) attached to them. In this article, construction of quantum circuits for a general intertwiner qubit is presented. The obtained circuits are simulated on 5-qubit (Yorktown) and 15-qubit (Melbourne) IBM superconducting quantum computers, giving satisfactory fidelities. The circuits provide building blocks for quantum simulations of complex spin networks in the future. Furthermore, a class od maximally entangled states of spin networks is introduced. As an example of application, attempts to determine transition amplitudes for a monopole and a dipole spin networks with the use of superconducting quantum processor are made.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent articles [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] an idea of performing quantum simulations of loop quantum gravity (LQG) [6, 7] has been developed. While at present such simulations are possible to execute only for very simple systems, the approach may provide a way to investigate collective properties of Planck scale degrees of freedom in the future.
Taking into account exponential growth of the dimensionality of the Hilbert space with the increase of the involved degrees of freedom, simulation of complex quantum gravitational systems is an extremely difficult task for classical computers. On the other hand, the current progress in quantum computing technologies may open a way simulate quantum gravitational systems unachievable to the most powerful classical supercomputers yet in this decade. Such claim is supported by the recent results of quantum computations of the sampling problem from a quasi-random quantum circuit performed on a 53 qubit quantum processor [8] . Therefore, even if available quantum computing resources are still very limited, it is justified to already now prepare, test and optimize quantum circuits for the future quantum simulations of the Planck scale physics. A side benefit of such investigations is exploration of the quantum information structure of geometry, within and beyond LQG. In particular, the studies may shed a light on such fundamental issues as emerging Gravity/Entanglement duality [9, 10] and related ER=EPR conjecture [11] .
In this article, we follow the discussion presented in [4] where a class of spin networks characterized by 4-valent nodes has been considered. It has been shown, that while spin labels at the links are given by fundamental representations of the SU(2) group, the intertwiner spaces at the nodes are two dimensional Hilbert space. The Hilbert space is an invariant subspace (a singlet) of four spin-1/2 * jakub.mielczarek@uj.edu.pl Hilbert space associated with holonomies which meet at the node. The singlet states are a consequence of the the local SU(2) gauge invariance imposed by the Gauss constraint in LQG, which has a form of a vector equation defining a tetrahedron (see Fig. 1 ).
FIG. 1. 4-valent node of the spin network and its
geometrical interpretation as a tetrahedon.
In such a case, a general intertwiner state -an intertwiner qubit -can be written as [4] : |I = cos(θ/2)|0 s + e iφ sin(θ/2)|1 s ,
where θ ∈ [0, π] and φ ∈ [0, 2π) are angles on the Bloch sphere. The |0 s and |1 s are basis states, corresponding to two linearly independent singlets of four spin-1/2 DOFs in the s-channel [12] :
where
are two spin-1/2 singlet and triplet states respectively. The Hilbert space of the spin-1/2 DOF is H 1/2 = span{|0 , |1 }. Physically, the intertwiner space is associated with the quantum of volume [13, 14] . This can be shown by considering volume operatorV in LQG, acting on the spin network states. One can find that the following superpositions of the basis states |0 s and |1 s :
are eigenstates of the volume operator, such that V |V + = +V 0 |V + andV |V − = −V 0 |V − [15] .
Pl is a quantum of 3-volume in LQG, where l Pl ≈ 1.62 · 10 −35 m is the Planck length. This justifies why we call the two dimensional intertwiner a qubit of space.
In Ref. [4] a quantum circuit for the |0 s basis state has been investigated and simulated on the IBM Q 5qubit quantum processor. In this article, the analysis is extended to the general intertwiner qubit |I given by Eq. 1. In Sec. II a quantum circuit for a general intertwiner state is introduced. Then, in Sec III the circuit is transpilated such that in fits to the topologies of the superconducting IBM quantum processors. The Sec. IV presents reduced forms of the quantum circuits for the special cases of the basis states: |0 s and |1 s . In Sec. V six representative states of the intertwiner qubit are simulated on IBM 5 and 15 qubit quantum processors, which are available for cloud computing. Then, in Sec. VI a general discussion of the transition amplitudes between the spin network states in given. A class of maximally entangled states which introduce quantum correlations between intertwiner qubits is introduced in Sec. VII. The maximally entangled states are applied to the special cases of the monopole (Sec.VIII) and dipole (Sec. IX) spin networks, for which attempts to determine transition amplitudes with the use of superconducting IBM quantum processors are made. Our results are summarized in Sec. X. The article is accomplished with two appendices. Appendix A contains numerical results obtained from simulations of the interwiner qubits states, discussed in Sec. V. In Appendix B, results of test performed on the 15-qubit IBM quantum computer Melbourne are shown.
II. QUANTUM CIRCUIT
The purpose of this section is to find quantum circuit representation of the unitary operatorÛ I , defined such that:
Here, the |I is a general intertwiner qubit state |I ∈ H I := span{|0 s , |1 s }, given by Eq. 1 and |0000 is the initial state of the quantum register. Furthermore, we will expressÛ I in terms of elementary quantum gates which are used in construction of quantum algorithms. Worth mentioning at this point is that, in general, one could expect that some ancilla qubits may also be involved. However, as we will show here, additional logical qubits are not required to produce the state |I . However, while noisy physical qubits are considered, quantum error correction codes need to be involved, which unavoidably utilize additional physical qubits. In this article, we will restrict our considerations to the level of logical qubits and the quantum error correction codes will not be discussed.
In order to find the quantum circuit representing the operatorÛ I let us first apply Eqs. 2 and 3 to Eq. 1, which leads to:
where coefficients c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are complex-valued coefficients expressed as follows:
together with the phases
The coefficients (12) , (13) and (14) satisfy the two conditions:
Let us observe that the states in the pairs in Eq. 11 are mutually negated. Furthermore, in each pair the states have the same first binary digit. This suggests to consider an operatorN , which acts as follows:
generating from a given state |0b 1 b 2 b 3 an equally weighted superposition of the state and its negation. The b 1 , b 2 , b 3 = {0, 1}. Quantum circuit corresponding to the action ofN can be constructed using combination of a single Hadamard gate and three CNOT gates. The quantum circuit is shown in Fig. 2 . Employing the operatorN , the state |I can be expressed as,
where |ψ is a 3-qubit state:
The task is now to find an operatorM , action o which is:
One can find that the operatorM is represented by the circuit presented in Fig. 3 . In the circuit, the unitary operationÛ , given by the special unitary matrix:
is performed first on the top qubit. Then, controlled-V 2qubit gate is performed, where the special unitary matrix V is given by:
Finally, a sequence of three anti-CNOT gates, which allow to obtain deserved sequences of bits, are applied.
Combining action of the operatorsM andN the general intertwiner state (1) can now be written as:
The corresponding quantum circuit is shown in Fig. 4 . 
III. TRANSPILATION
Physical realizations of quantum computers impose restrictions on the types of quantum circuits wich can be executed or implemented directly on a given quantum processor. In particular, the limitation is due to topology of couplings between the physical qubits. Because of this, transpilation of the considered quantum circuit has to be performed, such that the circuit can be simulated on a given hardware.
Here, we will consider transpilation of the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 4 to the form compatible with the 5-qubit and 15-qubit quantum processors, made available by IBM via cloud computing platform [16] .
The transpilation concerns not only connectivity of the quantum processor but also the types of gates which are possible to execute. The Hadamard and CNOT gates are part of the standard IBM library. The anti-CNOT gate can be built utilizing the CNOT gate and two bit-flipX gates (corresponding to the Pauli matrix X = 0 1 1 0 ):
(X ⊗Î) CNOT(X ⊗Î). Furthermore, IBM utilizes the following gates:
and U 3 (θ, φ, λ) = cos (θ/2) −e iλ sin (θ/2) e iφ sin (θ/2) e iλ+iφ cos (θ/2) , ,
which can be used to construct the operatorsÛ andV . Namely, the operatorÛ can be expressed as:
where the angles are
Similarly, the operatorV can be written as:
Let us now proceed to the topological considerations. In Fig. 5 , connectivity of the 5-qubit IBM quantum processor is shown. The transpilated version of the circuit (4) in agreement with the topology of the 5-qubit quantum processor (Yorktown) is presented in Fig. 6 .
FIG. 6. A quantum circuit corresponding to the operatorÛ I , compatible with the the 5-qubit IBM quantum processor Yorktown.
In Fig. 7 connectivity of the 15-qubit IBM quantum processor is shown.
Tow alternative versions of the transpilated circuit (4), being is in agreement with the topology of the 15-qubit quantum processor (Melbourne), are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 .
One final issue is the controlled-V gate, which not necessary can be directly implemented. In that case, the 2-qubit gate can be expressed with the use of standard decomposition presented in Fig. 10 , for a unitary opera-torŴ [17] .
Here,Ŵ =VŜ, whereV is a special unitary operator andŜ = e iδÎ , with the phase δ ∈ R. The E gate is given .
FIG. 8. A quantum circuit corresponding to the operatorÛ I , compatible with the the 16-qubit IBM quantum processor Melbourne -version 1.
FIG. 9. A quantum circuit corresponding to the operatorÛ I , compatible with the the 16-qubit IBM quantum processor Melbourne -version 2. by the matrix E = 1 0 0 e iδ . Furthermore, the involved gatesÂ,B andĈ are 1-qubit gates, satisfying conditionŝ CBÂ =Î andĈXBXÂ =V . In our case, because V given by Eq. 22 is a special unitary matrix, we have δ = 0 soŴ =V and matrix representations of the gates A, B and C are:
where ρ = 2 arccos
Furthermore, the gates can be constructed with use of the U 3 gate as follows:
IV. EXEMPLARY STATES
In this section we will simplify the obtained general quantum circuit shown in Fig. 4 for the special cases of the intertwiner qubit basis states: |0 s and |1 s . This will allow to slightly reduce the general circuit, which is relevant from the perspective of quantum simulation, where the number of involved gates has to be minimized because of the issue of errors.
A. The state |0s
The quantum circuit for the |0 s state has already been a subject of investigation in Ref. [4] and is shown in Fig.  11 .
Quantum circuit for the |0 s state discussed in Ref. [4] .
Here, we will present an alternative construction of the state, starting from the general circuit shown in Fig. 4 . Taking θ = 0, we find that the coefficients:
In consequence, theÛ andV operators (see Eqs. 21 and 22) are now represented by the following matrices:
This allows to reduce the circuit from Fig. 4 to the one presented in Fig. 12 .
Quantum circuit for the |0 s state.
B. The state |1s
For the state |1 s , we take θ = π, which reduces the coefficients (12), (13) and (14) to:
such that the U and V matrices are
and
This allows to reduce the circuit from Fig. 4 to the one presented in Fig. 13 .
FIG. 13. Quantum circuit for the |1 s state.
V. QUANTUM SIMULATIONS
The quantum circuits for a single intertwiner qubit introduced in the previous sections represent unitary operators acting in 16 dimensional Hilbert space, being a tensor product of four H 1/2 Hilbert spaces. Such a case is easy to handle wit the use of classical computer. However, the difficulty came when more complex systems are considered. In our case, four qubits are needed to define a single intertwiner qubit. Therefore, a spin network with N four-valent nodes requires 4N logical qubits. The corresponding Hilbert space has dimension dim ⊗ 4N i=1 H i = 2 4N . In case of a general quantum circuit, classical simulations of the systems with N ∼ 20 (∼ 80 logical qubits) is already beyond the reach of any currently existing classical supercomputer [18] . On the other hand, (noisy) quantum computers with the number of qubits ∼ 50 already exist and the ones with ∼ 100 are under development (see e.g. [16, [19] [20] [21] ). This prognosis that simulations of spin networks with N ∼ 20 and more will become feasible in the coming years (see also discussion in Ref. [4] ). However, as we will already see while considering 15 qubit quantum chip, the issue of errors reduction remains to be a challange even in processors with over a dozen of qubits. Furthermore, we have to emphasize that the superconducting quantum computers are characterized by relatively short coherence times, which limits depth of the quantum circuits which can be simulated successfully.
Here, we will present results of simulations of exemplary states of the intertwiner qubit performed on 5qubit (Yorktown) and 15-qubit (Melbourne) IBM superconducting quantum processors, topologies of which are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 respectively. In the figures, errors of the particular qubits at the time of simulations are also presented.
The six representative states which are considered are:
. The |0 s and |1 s states correspond to the points on the north and south pole of the Bloch sphere correspondingly. The remaining four states are the points located at the equator of Bloch sphere, and are evenly distributed with the polar angle difference ∆φ = π 2 . The considered states have direct physical interpretation if they are referred to light. Namely, if |0 s , |1 s and are horizontal (|H ) and vertical (|V ) linear polarization states of a photon respectively, then the |+ and |− are ± π 4 linear polarization states. The | is a left-hand circular polarization state and | is a right-hand circular polarization state, which justifies the applied notation. Furthermore, the | and | are also eigenstates of the volume operator. Namely, based on (8) and (9) one can see that:
In the simulations, a sequence of 10 computational rounds each containing 1024 shots was performed for ev-
State Yorktown
Melbourne |0s 0.906 ± 0.005 0.814 ± 0.009 |1s 0.916 ± 0.007 0.856 ± 0.008 |+ 0.892 ± 0.007 0.843 ± 0.006 |− 0.915 ± 0.007 0.857 ± 0.007 | 0.918 ± 0.008 0.856 ± 0.008 | 0.917 ± 0.008 0.851 ± 0.007 In order to quantify difference between the measured states and theoretical values we use the classical fidelity function (Bhattacharyya distance):
More detailed analysis would require quantum tomography of the states. However, consideration of the classical fidelity function is sufficient for our purpose. The obtained fidelities are collected in Table I , and presented in Fig. 15 . In case of the 5-qubit chip, the fidelities of the obtained states reach the level of F ≈ 90 %. This is a significant increase comparing to the fidelity F ≈ 71 % of the state |0 s obtained in Ref. [4] . Furthermore, simulations of the same states performed on the 15-qubit chip are at the level F ≈ 85 %. There is no significant difference in the fidelities depending on which state is considered.
VI. TRANSITION AMPLITUDES
The results presented so far can be applied to evaluate transition amplitudes between states of spin networks (of fixed topology), representing different quantum geometries. In case of quantum gravity, and other quantum constrained systems, the subtlety is that the states under consideration have to be appropriately projected onto the physical Hilbert space H phys . In consequence, while some kinematical states |ψ 1 , |ψ 2 ∈ H kin are considered, the corresponding transition amplitude has the following form: whereP is a non-unitary, but Hermitian (P † =P ) and idempotent (P 2 =P ), projector operator. In consequence, theP cannot be associated with a quantum circuit, which in a standard quantum computing is associated with unitary operation.
In case when more than one constraint is involved, as in the case of gravity, the projection operator is a composition of projection operators for the individual constraints:P
where m is the number of constraints.
In LQG, the constraint are grouped into the three types: Gauss constraint, Diffeomeorphism constraint (vector constraint) and the Hamiltonian constraint (scalar constraint). Here, we will focus our attention on the case of the Gauss constraint, which is employed in the construction of the spin network spates. The vector constraint is on the other hand satisfied just by the graph structure of the spin network, so it is satisfied by construction. The scalar constraint is the most difficult to satisfy and we are not going to discuss it here. However, quantum computing methods provide some new possibilities to address the problem [2] . In order to compute the amplitude (48) with the use of quantum circuits, let us consider operatorsÛ ψ1 and U ψ2 , defined such that |ψ 1 =Û ψ1 |0 and |ψ 2 =Û ψ2 |0 . The |0 is an initial state of the quantum register, which in case of the spin network with N four-valent nodes is
In consequence, the transition amplitude (48) takes the form:
BecauseP is a non-unitary operator, the operator U † ψ2PÛ ψ1 cannot be represented by a standard quantum circuit. There is, however, a special case when at least one of the states |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 is invariant under the action of the projection operatorP . Then, for the Gauss constraint, this means that at least one of the states is a superposition of spin network states.
Let us examine such possibility first for the case of a single node of a spin network. In that case, for the intertwiner qubit, the projection operator associated with the Gauss constraint takes the form:
Then, if e.g. |ψ 1 is a state of intertwiner qubit, it can be expressed as follows:
where now |0 = |0000 . It is straightforward to show thatP G |ψ 1 = |ψ 1 and, in consequence, in the considered case, the transition amplitude (50) reduces to
Therefore, unitary operatorÛ :=Û † ψ2Û ψ1 can be introduced, which can be associated with a quantum circuit. For transition between two intertwiner qubit states, the
FIG. 16. Quantum circuit for the transition amplitude operatorÛ =Û † I Û I between two arbitrary intertwiner states |I and |I . |ψ 1 = |I and |ψ 2 = |I , the quantum circuit corresponding to the operatorÛ =Û † ψ2Û ψ1 is shown in Fig.  16 .
The U and V are matrices associated with the state |I and U and V are associated with |I , in accordance to the circuit presented in Fig. 4 .
Using the fact thatX,Ĥ and CNOT are unitary operators, the circuit shown in Fig. 16 can be reduced to form presented in Fig. 17 .
FIG. 17. Simplified quantum circuit for the transition amplitude operatorÛ =Û † I Û I between two arbitrary intertwiner states |I and |I . Therefore, only two qubits contribute non-trivially to the transition amplitudes I |I .
The above discussion can be extended to general superpositions of 4-valent spin network constructed with N intertwiner qubits. Such a state can be written as
where |k i,s is basis state of a i−the intertwiner qubit. The generalized version of Eq. 51 to the case of N intertwiner qubits is: Direct action of the operator (55) onto (54) confirms thatP G |ψ = |ψ . Therefore, always if at least one of the states in the transition amplitude ψ 2 |P G |ψ 1 is of the form of Eq. 54, the transition amplitude reduces to ψ 2 |ψ 1 and quantum circuit corresponding tô U =Û † ψ2Û ψ1 can be introduced. As already discussed in Ref. [4] , action of this operator on the initial state of quantum register of N intertwiner qubits can be written asÛ |0 = 2 4N −1 i=0 a i |i , where |i is a basis state in the 2 4N dimensional Hilbert space of the system. With the use of this, the transition amplitude (48) can be written as:
where a 0 ∈ C is the amplitude of |0 state in the final state obtained by evaluation of the quantum circuit. In practice, the probability P 0 = |a 0 | 2 is determined, unless tomography of the final quantum state if performed.
VII. MAXIMALLY ENTANGLED SPIN NETWORKS
The spin networks are built from holonomies, which from the quantum mechanical viewpoint, are unitary maps between two Hilbert spaces, associated with the endpoints of a given curve λ ∈ [0, 1] → e(λ) ∈ Σ, where λ is an affine parameter which parametrises the curve. Let us denote endpoint as s = e(0) (source) and t = e(1) (target). Then, we can introduce the source and target Hilbert spaces H s and H t between which the holonomy is mapping.
As discussed in Refs. [22, 23] , a SU(2) holonomy can be associated with maximally entangled state
where h IJ are matrix elements of the SU(2) holonomy. The indices I, J = 0, 1, . . . , 2j, where j labels irreducible representation of the SU(2) group. In the case of fundamental (j = 1/2) representation, the (57) reduces to
for a given link l of a spin network, and I, J = 0, 1. The state is an example of maximally entangled state, in the sense of maximization of the mutual quantum information. Then, the total state for a graph can be written us:
where the tensor products runs over all links of the graph. The state introduced in this way, in general, does not satisfy the Gauss constraint. Therefore, in order express the state as a superposition of spin networks states, an appropriate projection has to be applied. We define such state as maximally entangled spin network (MESN) state:
It has to be emphasized that while the state is built out of maximally entangled pairs, theP G projection is affecting the entanglement properties of the resulting state. However, in a deserved way. Namely, the construction of the MESN state is analogous to the way in which Projected Entangled Pair States (PEPS) [24, 25] tensor networks [26, 27] are introduced. The projection onto a singlet state performed in the case PEPS tensor networks is just imposing the Gauss constraint in the case of spin networks. One of the important properties of the PEPS tensor networks is that they satisfy area-law scaling of the entanglement entropy [26] . This is relevant from the viewpoint of utilizing MESN states in description of gravitational systems. In particular, this concerns black holes for which the Bekenstein-Hawking area law S BH = A 4l 2 Pl , is satisfied. Furthermore, because of the holographic nature of the Gravity/Entanglement duality, studies of the MESN states may contribute to our better understanding of the conjecture.
An example of the maximally entangled state (58) is the 2-qubit singlet state
which, based on Eq. 58, corresponds to the following holonomy:
The state has been used to construct states of spin networks in Refs. [1, 4] and we will examine more properties of such a choice in the next two sections. Despite of certain similarities, the state introduced in this section differs from the Bell-network states recently studied in Refs. [28, 29] . In that case, the Bell states (61) and other maximally entangled states have been utilized, however, in that case Schwinger representation of the SU(2) group is used, such that at both source and target two copies of the bosonic Hilbert space are defined. In such case, the Bell state for a given link is introduced by action of a squeezing operator on the four harmonic oscillators, which is different from the approach presented here.
VIII. MONOPOLE SPIN NETWORK
The simplest non-trivial example of a spin network is the case of a monopole with a single node. In order to construct the maximally entangled spin network state for such a case, let us rewrite Eq. 61 for a link connecting i-th and j-th qubits as:
At the single node of the monopole graph, four links meet and in consequence there are three different possibilities to pair the qubits by two holonomies. The cases correspond to the following states:
The three states are associated with connecting the faces of the dual tetrahedra as represented in Fig. 18 . In the considered case the states are satisfying the Gauss constraint, therefore:
The U and V matrices used in the quantum circuits are:
In Fig. 19 a quantum circuit associated with the amplitude I|E 0312 is presented.
The circuit can be further reduced to the form show in Fig. 20 .
Results of determination of probabilities | E 0312 |0 s | 2 and | E 0312 |1 s | 2 on Melbourne and Yorktown quantum computers are collected in Table II . In both cases the reduced circuit shown in Fig 20 was ued. In the simulations, a sequence of 10 computational rounds each containing 1024 shots was performed for every of the investigated states. The modulus squares of the amplitudes were determined using the method introduced in Sec. VI. In the considered case, satisfactory 19. A quantum circuit for the transition amplitude I|E 0312 . Before reduction.
FIG. 20. A quantum circuit for the transition amplitude I|E 0312 . After reduction.
agreement between the outcomes of measurement and the theoretical predictions are found, with slightly better results obtained with the use of the Melbourne quantum processor.
IX. DIPOLE SPIN NETWORK
In the geometric picture, dipole spin network is obtained by considering two tetrahedra glued together fact by face, as depicted in Fig. 21 .
Because, there are numerous possible permutations of the connections, there are various possible states of the maximally entangled states associated with the dipol diagram. The possible 24 configurations of connection and the corresponding states are summarized in Table III .
As an example, we will consider the following state: such that in consequence, we have the two non-vanishing amplitudes:
Amplitude Theory Melbourne Melbourne -S | 0s0s|E04152637 | 2 0.0625 0.008 ± 0.002 0.003 ± 0.001 | 0s1s|E04152637 | 2 0 0.003 ± 0.002 − | 1s0s|E04152637 | 2 0 0.009 ± 0.002 − | 1s1s|E04152637 | 2 0.0625 0.008 ± 0.003 − From the viewpoint of quantum computing, the amplitudes can be determined by evaluating the quantum circuit presented in Fig. 22 . For the special case of the states of the interwiners |I 1 I 2 = |0 s 0 s the quantum circuit can be simplified to the form presented in Fig. 23 , where representation of the state |0 s by the circuit (11) has been used.
The circuits can be directly embedded into the architecture of the Melbourne quantum processors, shown in Fig. 7 . Results of our simulations are collected in Table  IV. As previously, a sequence of 10 computational rounds each containing 1024 shots was performed for every of the investigated states. Eight out of fifteen qubits of the Melbourne processor have been used in the computations. The third column of Table IV contains results of simulations based on the circuit shown in Fig. 22 ) whereas the fourth column presents result obtained using the circuit shown in Fig. 23 . The obtained results differ cardinally from the theoretical predictions. The reason for this is most probably significant depth of the considered quantum circuits and accumulations of errors. In order to better understand this issue in the employed quantum chip a set of test have been performed. Results of the tests are collected in Appendix B. One can find that significant accumulation of errors is present event for simple low-depth circuits. This indicates, that going beyond the case of a single node (with the use of currently available quantum processors) cannot be done successfully without adopting quantum error correction codes.
X. SUMMARY
Loop quantum gravity and related approaches to gravity, such as Group Field Theories, provide picture of spacetime as a many-body quantum system [30] . The degrees of freedom are associated with the quanta of volume ("atoms of space") related to the nodes of a spin network. This viewpoint opens an interesting possibility to employ many-body quantum physics methods designed to explore complex collective properties of composite systems. Especially promising paths to include: tensor networks methods and quantum simulations.
In this article, the second method has been discussed, 22 . A quantum circuit for transition amplitude following the ideas developed in Refs. [1, 2, 4] . Primarily, our focus was on construction of a quantum circuit for a general intertwiner qubit state. Such circuit has been introduced and shown to utilize four logical qubits, without involving quantum error correction codes. The presented circuit is a generalization of the circuit for the basis state |0 s explored in Ref. [4] . Based on the circuit, exemplary intertwiner qubits states were simulated on both 5-qubit (Yorktown) and 15-qubit (Melbourne) IBM superconducting quantum processors. It has been shown that for the case of the 5-qubit machine, fidelities of the obtained states reach the level of F ≈ 90 %. On the other hand, while the total number of qubits of the processor is increased to 15, the fidelity of the states drops down to F ≈ 85 %, even if the number of utilized logical qubits remains to be four. This is a first sign of the fact that it is much more difficult to keep quantum coherence of bigger quantum systems. Further, even more drastic, consequences of this fact have beed observed while transition amplitudes between simple spin network states were studied. For this purpose, a class of maximally entangled spin network states, analogous to the PEPS tensor networks, has been introduced. The states have been introduced by considering maximally entangled states between source and target Hilbert spaces of holonomies, corresponding to links of the spin network. Such possibility is supported by recent results presented in Ref. [23] . Furthermore, the state of maximally entangled links has to be projected onto the surface of Gauss constraint in order to get well defined superposition of spin network states.
With the use of such appropriately projected state, exemplary transition amplitudes for a monopole and dipole spin networks have been considered. The monopole spin network amplitudes required only four logical qubits, and runs of the associated quantum circuit on a superconducting 5-qubit chip lead to good agreement with theoretical predictions. On the other hand, the dipole spin network involves 8 logical qubits, and the associated quantum circuit was transpilated to the form compatible with topology of the available 15 qubit IBM quantum processor. However, because of significant errors, running of the circuit on the quantum computer did not lead to reasonable results. Therefore, for the moment, quantum simulations of the dipole spin networks are still challenging. This concerns the considered publicly available IBM superconducting quantum process, which has been used. However, the current hight activity in the quantum computing technologies prognosis that both the dipole and more complex spin networks will be possible simulate successfully in the coming years.
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APPENDIX A
The appendix summarizes numerical data obtained from evaluation of the quantum circuits for the intertwiner qubit states on IBM superconducting quantum computers. For each of the considered case, 10 computational rounds have been performed each of 1024 shots (evaluation of quantum circuit and performing measurement). Both averages and standard deviations have been determined based on the 10 computational rounds.
In Table V the results of quantum simulations on the 5qubit (Yorktown) IBM quantum computer are collected.
In Table VI the results of quantum simulations on the 15-qubit (Melbourne) IBM quantum computer are collected.
For comparison, in Table VII theoretical values of the probabilities of the basis states for the states under con-sideration are shown.
APPENDIX B
The appendix summarizes tests performed on the 15 qubits IBM quantum processor Melbourne. The following four tests have been performed:
1. Measurements on n qubits without any quantum gates applied (the ⊗ 15 i=1 |0 state).
2. Applying NOT gates (X) and measurement on n qubits.
3. Applying NOT gates on all 15 qubits and performing measurement on n first qubits.
4. Applying NOT gates on n qubits and performing measurement on all 15 qubits.
In Fig. 24 fidelities for the states obtained for the four test are presented. The presented data are collected in Table VIII . 
